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1 Challenges for Parallel Computers 

Parallel computing has become a critical technology for manufacturing processes. It is also 
quickly gaining importance in sciences, medicine and the drug industry. Large-scale com
puter modeling impacts decision making in banking and finance, military and government. 
The Industrial Revolution of the 18th Century had freed humans from the enslavement of 
manual labor and had transformed craft and handiwork into the industries of today. Like
wise, the Computer Revolution which we are witnessing now has been freeing the labor 
force from routine mental tasks which were and often are still done by assistants, clerks and 
low-level managers. Parallel computers form an important component of this revolution. 
They empower decision makers, such as high-level managers and chief scientists, with the 
ability to gather, access, and synthesize information, as well as to simulate real-life processes 
to measure the impact of social, economical and design decisions. The quality of the sim
ulations and synthesized information is strongly dependeilt on the applied computational 
power. Today, even the largest uniprocessor computers are too slow for the most challenging 
problems of this kind. 

In the United States, the quest for higher-speed machines is fueled by computationally 
intensive problems with profound eco:iomical and social impacts referred to as Grand Chal
lenges (3). It is difficult to list all Grand Challenge problems because so many areas of science 
and engineering are potential sources of such problems. The short list typically includes: 

•· High-resolution weather forecasting crucial for a.griculture. disaster prevention, etc. 

• Pollution studies that include cross-pollutant interactions, important in environmental 
protection. 

• Global modeling of atmosphere-ocean-biosphere interactions to meaimre the long-term 
impact of human activities on the stability of the global ecosystem. 

• Human genome sequencing that will assist in recognizing, preventing and fighting ge· 
netic diseases. 
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• The d(-sign of new and more efficient drugs lo cure cann•r. :\IDS and other discaS<.>s. 

• High-t<'mpcraturc superconductor design that can rcrnlutionize computer design. elec
trical devices, etc: 

• The aerodynamic design of aerospace \·ehicles (airftow madding) and improvements in 
automotive engine design (ignition and combustion modeling) that can lead to more 
efficient use of deplctable fossil fuels in transportation. 

• The design of quantum switching devices important for building more powerful com
puters. 
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Figure I: Computational Speed and Memory Required for Grand Challenge Models versus 
Current Parallel Machines 

It is estimated that to achieve acceptable response time for thew prohl<'ms, in the order 
of several hours, will require a machine with performance of teraftops = 1012 floating point 
operations per second. Today's parallel computers approach a tenth of a teraflops, i.e., 
about 100 gigaftops (I gigaflops = 109 flops). However, such speed is achieved only on 
certain very large, highly locali7..ed, finrly tuned, often idealized applications. The demand 
for computational speed and memory for some applications from the above short list of 
Grand Challenges are shown in Figure I. The po:;ition of some current parallel machinC'l\ 
discussed in this article is also marked in Figurr I. 
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In this artid<'. first thr tW<'<I for ttw parallel compuh'rs is justifi«'<I on l«'<·linologi<·al 
grounds. Then. tht> n>c.·t>nt dt•n•lopm<•nts in parallt>I com1mtt-r archit("(·tun-s are <liscussc<l. fol
lowed by a brief revirw ?f their software and limitations. Finally, the imlustrial applications 
are summarized and discusse<l. 

2 Need for Parallel Computers 

In recent }"Pars, it has become increasingly difficult to impro\'<' the performanct' of a unipro
cessor based on the time-honoroo von ;xeumann model. By laws of physics. the sp("(-d of 
signal transmission in a computer cannot exceed the speed of light in the transmission ffi<'

dia, about 3 x 107 m/sec. for silicon. Consequently. it takes 10-9 of a second for a signal 
to propagate in a silicon chip cf an inch in diameter. However. one signal propagation can 
support at most one floating point operation. H~nce. a sequential computer built with a chip 
of such a size can provide at most 109 Oops = 1 gigaflops, i.e., one-thou~andth of the needed 
teraftops. The immediate conclusion is that the only feasible path to a teraflops computf'r 
leads through massively parallel machines (MPPs}. 

An interest in parallel computing systems is not new and can be traced back as far as 
the 1920s. H0\'1,·ever. as late as the early 19i0s , major criticism of parallel processing was 
based on Grosch 's law which states that the computing power of a single processor increa.."'--s 
in proportion to the square of it~ cost. Recent careful analysis of Grosch's law showed that it 
is valid only within one technology. Economy of scale for mass-produced memory and RISC 
(Reduced Instruction Set) processors makes them a few orders of magnitude less expensiw 
than custom designed chips for mainframes and traditional \·ector supercomputers. Tht> 
improving computer chip technology enables the placement of ever-faster processors with 
ever-increasing amounts of memory on a single wafer. Hence, introduction of RISC technol
ogy made Grosch 's law obsolete. Massively parallel computer:o; built from a large number of 
RISC proc~sors provide a superior performanc·e-to-price ratio compared to comput('rs based 
on the powerful. custom-designed CISC (Complex Instruction Set) processors. 

The traditional vector supercomputers are built of a limited number of powcrf ul proces
sors connected to large shared memory. In addition, they explore array operation parallelism 
through vector coprocessors. As discussed below. because of the shared memory, the number 
of processors in such a parallel system cannot easily be increased and is limited to about 
16. In contrast. massivdy parallel computers have prorf'S~rs with local mf'mories. The 
processors are C"onnected directly to each other by a network. The cost of such a parallrl 
computer is roughly proportional to the requested number of processors. Tlwrr•fore thf' sizt· 
of the computt>r installation is mort> limitt>d by costs than technical rnnsiclt•rations. Ttw 
massively parallel computers have thn"f' advantages over traditional V('("tor s11pt•rcomp11tf'rs: 

I. An aCC'el<>rated ratf' of advance of peak procf'Ssing powf'r. In the last decade, micro
proc<'Ssor :>erformancr has inrrf'ased four tim<'S rvrry thrrr years. following the raff• 
of integrated circuit logic density impro ... ement. By contrast. the clot:'k ratf'S of Vf'C· 

tor machines havf' impr'>vrd much morr slowly, doubling f'Vrry seven years [2J. Thf'!'W 
trends arr t>Xpt>ct<>d lo mnlimw for al lrast tht> 1990s. 

2. An improvemf'nt. in tht> prrformancr-to-cost ratio. In 199:J. this ratio was hf'lwf'f'n two 



lo eight times high<"r for :\IPPs than for till' \·ector superrnmputrrs. 

:1. Scalability of the machine•. The smallest configurations of ~IPPs are usually low priced 
to entice initial purchase (in 1993, lht• lt .. •ast expensi\·e MPPs costed below $100.000). 
The initial configuration of the MPP can be upgraded incremf'ntally as the nN.'ds and 
a\"ailable funds ~rise. 

The clear conclusion is that only massi\"ely parallel computers can ddin~r t hf' much necdef.l 
teraflops level of performance. 

3 Architectures of Parallel Machines 

In Flynn's well-known classification of parallel computational models (5). the mn :'\eumann 
model is characterized by a single stream of instructions controlling a single stream of data 
{SISD). To achieve parallelism. multiple data streams can be introduced. thus creating a 
SIMD model. A further extension adds multiple instruction streams which leads to muh iplf' 
instruction multiple data streams (MIMD) architectures. The last category splits into two 
classes on the basis of a memory access mechanism. One class. the shared-memory architt>e
ture, is characterized by the existence of a single global memory. Each processor has equal 
access to this memory. The other class, the distributed-memory architectures. han• proces
sors with local memories. Each processor has direct access to its own memory and indirect 
access to the memory of other processors. The indirect access is typically supported through 
a message-passing mechanism that enables processors to communicate with each other. 

On SIMD machines. all processors execute the same statement but each operates on a 
different piece of data (data parallelism). The major task of a pro~rammer is to identify 
data that can be distributed amc.ng the processors. However, programming itself is relati,·ely 
simple because each processor executes the same sequential program. If. for a particular 
program step, a processor does not have any data assigned to it or the executed step docs 
not apply to its data, the processor remains idle. For this reason. sntD machin<'S are efficient 
only in such applications that ha,·e enoug~. operations applicable to a large number of data 
pieces. 

An example of a massi,·ely parallel SIMD system is the MP-2 computer produced by 
MasPar. The MP-2 is built around an array of processors with a single circuit board con
taining 1024 processors. Each processor has 64 Mbytes of local memory. :\ processor can 
communicate with its eight nearest neighbors interconnected in a two-dimensional grid. An· 
other means of communication is 5upported hy the hypercube interconnected nf'twork and 
a global routcr that can ddiw~r messages from 1ny proc,-ssor to any ot hf'r processor. Tht> 
Array Control Unit (r\Cl') control!' tlw operations and communication of all thr processors 
in the array. The front-end of the machine is a standard UNIX workstation with standard 
and high speed input/output subsystems. The front-t>nd handlt"S t rad it ional serial procf'Ss
ing. The MP-2 includes up to a rn.:l64 array processor and deli\·rrs up to 6.:l gigaflops with 
32-bit precision arithmetic. MP-2 runs an operating sy~tem that is a deri\·ativf! of the (]~IX 
system and has optimizing compilers ior MPL (a variant of thf' <lat.a parall<'I (' language) 
and Fortran. 
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Pro~ram111ing fo,· '.\11'.\ID mad1i1ll's is mun' compl<'x than prugrammin~ for S('quen!ial or 
SnlD machiru-s. For '.\11.\tD shared-m<'mory architN:tur<'S. lht> most difficult programm<'r·s 
task is to map th<' program onto processors. Synchronization an<l <lata exchangf: can be 
efficiently implemmte<I through blocks of shar~ memory. Programming of such machines is 
l<'ss difficult than for distributed-memory machin<>S thanks to t ht• global address space that 
makes any data uniformly acn>Ssibl<• from any prot·<>Ssor. The challenge is in the hardwar<' 
support for shared nwmory. As the numher of processors incr<>ase:;. so does the traffic in the 
network connecting proc~sors with the memory. If the memory requests from tht! different 
proct'Ssors are directed to the same memory bank, memory access is done sequf'ntially slowing 
down the proccsso:s. Consequently. it is believed that shared-mer.10ry machines cannot 
support massive parall<'lism. The currem.y available architecture in this class is the Cray 
C-90 series which represents a traditional vector supercomputer with limitro interprocessor 
parallelism [8]. Its largest configuration consists of 16 processors. each with a performance of 
1 gigaflops and shared mc:nory of 8 gigabytes. Each prucesrnr can have two vector pipes and 
two functional units acti,·e in a cyde, thus producing four vector results per dock unit. This 
parallelism of operations within each processor can he multiplied oy 16 available processors 
resulting in the peak performance of 16 gigaflops. The Cray C-90 runs under the UNICOX 
operating system and has vectoriziug compilers for Fortran and C. 

Programming for distributed-memory machines inherits all the problems of the shared
memory programs and is further complicated by the the need for data distribution. Each 
processor has the direct accPSs to the local memory only. ~on-local data must be negotiated 
with the owner processes using communit.:ation. The synchronization imposed by the wait 
for a communicated data can significantly slow the performance of a computer. Subsection 
4.1 discusses the Fortran extensions that allow the programmer to define data distributions. 
Another effort to ease the programmer's burden is to support non-local data access through 
hardware as done by the Kendall Square Corporation in the so-called all-cache KSR-1 ma
chine. Although the memory of KSR-1 is distributed, the address space of the program is 
global. If the accessed data is not in local memory, the operating system suspends the pr'>
cess and brings the data to the processor. The efficiency of such a solution is being evaluated 
by the KSR-1 users [8]. 

The MIMD architecture, also capable of SIMD execution mode. is exemplified by the CM-
5 computers produced by Thinking Machines Corporation [8). Tht> CM-5 machine consists 
of processing nodes (the configuration can vary from 32 to 16,384 processors), a number 
of control processors. a data network, a control network and a diagnostic network. Each 
processing node is a RISC processor with :12 Mbytes of memory and a 128 megaflops vec
tor processing unit. Input and output arc provided ,·ia a high-bandwidth interface. The 
dat?. network is interconn<'ctccl into a fat-trre and provides high-performance, point-to-point 
data co;nmunication between the processors. Unlike an ordinary binary tree, the channel 
capacities of a fat-tree increase as the tree is traversed from leaves to root. The contro~ 
and diagnostic networks are implement.ro as binary trees; the first one provides cooperative 
operations such as broadcast and synchronization whereas the second one supports testing 
system integrity a.-; well as detection and isolation of «>rrors. The data parallelism in CM-5 
can he impl<>mcnted in eitlwr SIMD mode, multipl<' SIMD mode or synchronized MIMD 
mo<le. 'l ht:> r<'ported performanc<' of th<> 1024 procer-ising node configuration was about 50 
gigaflops. Theorct ically, a full configuration of 16,384 processing uodes could reach tcraflops 



rang<' but. wit Ii n1rrt>11t pricing, such a 111ad1i1w would I)(" prohihitin·ly exprnsin·. 
Thr biggt'Sl promist· of wide commercial usl'. in the opinion of tlw au! hor, is t lw rt•n•nt ly 

announced {<•11<1 of the year. l9~rJ) scalable SP-2 rnmputt>r pr()(luct>d by IB~I Corporation. 
It is an l\lll\10 computer ba.sed on the HIS(' Systt>m/6000 processors. The system nm
sists of thrf'f' major components: the numlwr of t hr RISC Systcm/6000 pron•ssors. tlw 
high-performann· switch, and the control processor. Ead1 pron'Ssor can perform at 250 
mt>gaflops. The high-performance switch is a multistagt• ll<'l work with optical links. The 
switch is capable of a -10 ~lbyte/sec proccssor-to-pron•ssor <lata transfer with a lat<>ncy of 
about 3 microseconds. The software approximately doublt>S this latency. The predecessor 
of this machine. the SP-I, is about half as fast as the SP-2. Both systems run under AIX 
operating syst~m and support PVl\I message-passing protocols. The Cornell Theory Center 
in Ithaca announced r<>cently the replacement of its SP-I machine with the 512-proct>Ssor 
SP-2 computer with a peak performance of more than 100 gigaftops in 199-t. The Th<..'Ory 
Center plans to use the new system to introduce commercial users ~o scalable computing 
for such applications as modeling sedimentary basins to predict where oil is present. inter
acfr:e access to large data sets, aerospace engineering. dissolution of natural gas. turbulent 
combustion and orthopedic biomechanics. 

The size of the high performance computing market worldwide is about S2 billion (ex
cluding sales of the IBM add-on vector hardware). The large share of this market is held by 
Cray Research which accounts for roughly 40% of sales. On the other hand, many MPP ven
dors have sales below SIOO million. Clearly, the MPP industry is still in the early stages of 
development and it is very likely that some existing companies will disappear and new ones 
will emerge. However, in the opinion of this author. the direction of de\·elopment towards 
~IPP system will intensify. 

4 Programming Models and Languages 

While the use of parallel computers has been increasing, their popularity has been hampered 
by the level of effort required to develop and implement the needed software. Parallel software 
often must be tuned to a targe~ architecture to execute efficiently. Thus. it often requires 
costly redesign when ported to new machines. Uifferent categories of parallel architectures 
have led to a proliferation of dialects of standard computer languages. Varying parallel 
programming statements for differ~nt language dialects limit parallel software portability. 

Parallel computation can be viewed as an interwoven description of operations that are 
applied to data values, and of data movement and synchronization that dictate the form of 
da•.a accesses and computation ordl"r. The traditional programming languagC"s, like Fortran, 
C. or C++. provide for description of data movements and synchronization through ad hoc 
architecturl"-depcn<lent extensions. Examples arc various synchronization constructs such 
as busy-wait, locks or barriers used in programs for shared-memory machines, send and 
rc·ccivc with diffc>rcnt. semantic; employed by programs for message-passing architectures, 
and dimension projection and data broadcast. popular in programs for SIMD computers. 

To counter this trend to prolifc>rat.ion of language constructs and variants. there has rc
cC"ntly been a strong push towards standardization of programming models and languages. 
Examples are the High Performanc·<' Fort.ran (llPF) language, thr. Parallel Virtual Machine 



( PVM) rnmm1micat ion prim it iw•s library. and the ~lt-ssage Passing lnterfan· ~IP l st an dare I. 
There is also a tr<>nd towards an ohjcrt-orientf"d paradigm reprc•:wnlt'<I hy sc..-n·ral expt•rinwn
tal languag<'S based Oil c++. Many operating systems for parallel machin<"S art' deri\·ativcs 
of UNIX; therefore. next to Fortran the most popular language a\·ailable on parallt•l madtirws 
is C with extensions. However. since its introduction iii th<' 1%0s. Fortran has bt't'll the lan
guagt> of choice for scientific and engineering applications that han• driwn sales of parallel 
machines so far. Fortran compilers are a\·ailable on ,·irtually ali comput<>rs ranging frorn 
p<'rsonal computers to workstations to parallel computers. The newest V<'rsion of Fort ran 
that was designed as a standard for parallel processing is discussed below. 

4.1 High Performance Fortran 

Fortran has evolved over the period of its existence by incorporating such features as array 
operators, dynamic storage allocation, and enhanced support for modular programming. To 
exploit the full capabilities of modern parallel architectures, th«> programm«>r must he ahle 
to define additional features of the programs, such as [7]: 

• data mapping among processors, 

• placement of data within a single processor. 

• specification of control parallelism. 

• specification of parallel sections of code. 

The Fortran extensions that enable the user to provide this kind of information in thc
source program are called High Performance Fortran (HPF). They were developed by a 
group of users between 1991-1993 [7]. HPF is intended as a platform for portable parallel 
programming. It is widely assumed that major vendors of parallel computers and third-party 
compiler and system software developers for parallel processing will adopt HPF. 

HPF includes features for mapp:ng data to parallel processors, specifying data pa.rail<>! 
operations and interfacing HPF programs to/from libraries and other languages. HPF uses 
compiler directivf's if the extension cannot cha11ge the program semantics and explicit lan
guage extensions otherwise. The parallelism in an HPF program can be expressed by array 
operators, FORALL and DO INDEPENDENT loops and EXTRINSIC an<l library procc· 
du res. Since communication in a program is an overhead that lowers , he parallel execution 
efficiency, HPF puts much of the hurden of defining communication on the compil<>r. Th<' 
user supplies very high-level data mapping strategics an<l th<> compil<>r gcrwrat«>S tlu· nrecl<>cl 
communication. 

4.2 Message Passing Interface 

MPI ii. intended to he a standard mcssag<'·passing interface for applications running on 
MIMD distributed-memory computers and workstation networks. Th<> design of MPI has 
bcf•n a collective effort involving r<>scardwrs in the United Statf's and Europ'' from many 
organizations an<I instit11t.io11s. ~f Pl supports point-to-point. and coll<>ctivt• rnmm11nin\lio11 
ro11t.inc!'I. It provides ronst.ructs for defining pror<'ss groups, communicat.ion nmt.1·xt.s and 



application topologies. Since MPI was introdun·d in '.\m·<'ml><'r of 199:J, it is diflirnlt to 
measure its impact on portability of programs written with its use. It is hoped by its 
authors (IO} that it will be useful in building libraries of mathematical software for ~11~1() 
machines. '.\IPl's design allows heterogeneous implementations and definitions of virtual 
communication channels. The design was also influenced hy the need for ensuring that it 
coul<l be implemented efficiently in a multi-threaded em·ironmenl. 

5 Limitation of Parallel Processing 

System performance defines the computational problem sizes that can 1'e handled within 
acceptable time and cost limitation. p,~rformance is impacted by the four factors that may 
be of varying importance in different appiications. The first is the raw computational speed 
(processor and memory clock time, number of arithmetic operations per second). The second 
is the memory of the machine (loading/unloading the data to/from the disk increases the 
program execution time). The third factor is the rate of input/output operations. i.e .. the 
rate at which data can be loaded into and produced by the machine. The fourth factor is 
the synchronization and communication delay. It is relevant only for parallel computers. 
The synchronization delay arises when a processor idles because it waits for other processors 
to finish the corresponding stage of computation. The communication delay results from a 
processor's wait for receiving the requested data. In both cases part of the computational 
power of the machine i~ lost. 

A parallel machine with p processors, each with speed of m megaffops, can theoretically 
achieve the peak performance of p*m. However, rarely can the algorithm be divided equally 
among processors. There are usually parts of it that can be done one step at a time. The so
called Amdahl law defines the iimit on the speedup of a parallel exc::cution due to the residual 
sequentiality of the program [1 }. Speedup for a p-processor system o\·er a uniprocessor system 
is defined as 

S 
_Ti ,,-

T,, 

where Ti is the execution time for the best serial algorithm on a single processor and T,, is the 
execution time for the parallel algorithm using p processors. Leto be the so-called Amdahrs 
fraction, i.e .. the ratio of the execution time spent in sequential parts of the algorithm to 
the total execution time on a single processor. Then, 

I I s = < -11 o+(l-o)/p o 
( I) 

Amdahl's formula ( 1) suggests that no matter how many processors are available to part ici
pate in the computation, the speedup is limited by l/o. For examplP, if 53 of an algorithm 
cannot be parallelized. the maximum speedup will not. excccd 20, no matter how many 
processors are used. 

In most engineering and ;•cientifk algorithms, t hc fr a.ct ion o is not, a constant. hut a 
decreasing function of the problem sizr n. Algorithms for which 0(11) asymptotically rcachf•s 
0 while n increases a.re ca.ll<'fl rffrcti11r parallel algorithms. Suc:h algorithms, if app!icd to 
large enough problems, a.re capa.hlc of achirving spf>edup nrarly f'q11al to the r111mh<'r of 11srd 
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procrssors. To substantiate this point, let S < p denote the desired spc."t-<lup, arbitrarily 
dos<> to I'· Since th<> ad1int>tl spet'<lnp SP is giwn by formula (I). then 

Hence. it follows that" 

.. I > ~ 
~., = o(n) + (1 - o(n))/p - ~ 

o(n) < _p_-_L_"_ 
-s(p-I) 

(2) 

For an effective parallel algorithm o(n) is asymptotit:ally decreasing to 0. Hence. it is always 
possible to select such a large problem size n0 that for problems larger than n0 , o(n) satisfies 
inequality (2). Therefore any problem with size n > n0 will achieve speedup greater or equal 
to S. 

In a message-passing system, a significant fraction of the total execution time is often 
spent on communication between processors. To examinr the effect of communication over
head on the speedup in such systems, let c denote the fraction of the total execution time 
spent on communication that is not overlapped with computation. If t is the sequential 
execution time and o is Amdahl's fraction then, with p processors, the total execution time 
(which includes the time spent on communication) is 

Thus. the speedup in this case is 

at (1 - a)t --+---
1-c p(l-c) 

I - c _ p(I - c) 

a+ 1- 0 
- I+ a(p - I) 

'P 

Since p ~ 1. the speedup is limited by 

S., $ p(l - c) (3) 

As in the case of Amdahl's fraction, the communication fraction of the execution time 
c is often a function of the problem size, say c(n). A parallel algorithm is communication 
effectivf if c(n) asymptotically reaches 0 with the growth of n. The conclusion is that for 
large applications using effective parallel algorithms the speedup can be very dose to the 
number of the used processors despite the communication and synchronization delays. 

Large applications running on a single processor can exceed the memory and cache limit of 
the machine. The resulting excessive paging or cache miss ratio lead to the poor perfNmance 
of such application. On a parallel machine, each processor runs only a fragment of the 
application. Hence, the cache and memory of the processor might be sufficient to achieve 
low paging and cache miss ratio. At'. a result, the application can achieve super-linear speedup 
on a parallel computer, meaning that the sum of execution times on all parallel processors 
is smaller than the total execution time on a single processor, i.e., 

T. s,, = ..J!. > p 
Ti 

Such speedups have been reported for large irregular computations (9). 
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6 Industrial Applications 

Industrial applications ~f parallel computat.ions are limited mainiy hy the relati\•ely high 
cost of solving computationally intensive problt•ms. The use of a parallel computer must 
be justified by the economical significance of the re:.rnlts. As the performance-to-pricP ratio 
and reliability of new· generations of parallel computers incrt>ase, the range of a•.plications 
will follow. A largt. part of the cost of parallel processing results from the tugh cost of 
program dewlopment. The new standardization efforts described in the pre\·ious section 
have a potential of fostering software portability and reuse, thus further contributing to the 
decline of the cost of parallel computing. The next few years most likely will witn~s wide
spread commercialization of parallel computers. Today, the range of applications is already 
impressive and there is a clear trend towards an increased involvement of industry in parallel 
processing. as evidenced by Table l [2}. In 1992, the worldwide installed parall<'I computer 

Year Government Academia Industry 
early 1980s 70 5 25 
late 1980s 60 15 ·Y -<> 
1993 40 20 40 

Table 1: The Percentage of Parallel Computer Installations for Different Users Categories 

base (of U.S. \·endors only) was nearly equal between Academia and Government (129 in 
total) and Industry (122). In academic cen~ers, the usage of parallel computers by industrial 
users nearly doubled between 1991 and 1992 (last two years for which data is available). 

The cooperation between academic centers and industry is strong in the United States. 
For example. the Scientific Computing Research Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
brings together 35 faculty, 50 graduate students and many researchers from 16 organiza
ti.>ns including such industrial leaders as Alcoa Technical Center. Dassault Systems, General 
Electric Company, General Motors Corporation, Grumman Aircraft, and IBM Corporation. 
The spectrum of investigated problems covers computational fluid dynamics, engineering 
structural analysis, human joints dynamics, and epidemiological modeling. 

Some of the largest customers of parallel computers are commercial aerospace companies. 
They have been using computational fluid dynamics to analyze airflowJ for spacecraft and 
planes. An interesting application of this method was made by Boeing to predict airflow in 
aircraft cabins using a Cray parallel computer. The design of an airplane's environmental 
control system involves the specification of air supply and return and analy!-iis of airflow 
speed and distribution. The computer simulation eliminates the majority of candidates and 
the full-size airplane cabin mockups are used only in the final s<>lection. The expense and 
the time required for testing the large number of candidate airflow systems has been thus 
largrly reduced. Computational fluid dynamics is also useful in the analysis of airflow for 
cars. For example, Nissan Motor Company reported that it saves on wind tunnel tests by 
using a model of an unsteady, three-dimensional viscous incompressihlr flow program on the 
Cray C90 computer achieving tht! prrformance of 7 gigaflops. 
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Oil n•sf'rn>ir modeling ust>s cross-wt•11 :wismic data to build and run the mollt•I. En•n 
with current para1ld supt>rc-omputers. large models use a computational unit of scveral
hnndred feet whid1 may contain ft>w separate wells. Howew·r. tht>re are important fluid 
cwnts at the S\.·ale of a foot. such as the mixing of elemer tary fluids. Companies likr 
:\lohil Corporation and Amoco Oil Company use parallel computers for t.'Xploiting existing 
as we11 as searching for new reserrnirs. Shell Oil Company reported that it built paralld 
\·ersions of se\·eral petroleum reservoir simulators, but those ha\·e not been put into us<' 
bf'Causc of the difficulty in providing requisite network and job support. In contrast, selected 
geophysical application programs have been used successfully in corporate settings. In [4], 
British Petroleum Exploration Inc. reported the ace.irate modeling of a complex reserrnir to 
predict potential gas and oil production, the rate' of production and the impact of operating 
decisions on recovery and economics. When operating under constrained computer resources. 
the model of <.. resen·oir must be simplified and projections consen·ati\·e. More reliablc 
projections obtained with the use of the parallel computer increased predicted recovery and 
reduced the time and cost of the study. The economic benefits far outweighed the cost of 
using the parallel computer. 

Challenged by the international market demand and increasingly complex production re
quirements, a growing number of heavy industries worldwide are exploring parallel processing 
usage to optimize manufacturing processes. A division of the Gern~an industrial conglom
erate Mannesmann used the Cray parallel computer for optimizing pipe and tube milling 
[11]. Structural and ci\·il engineering problems are solved at Mitsui Construction Compa'ly 
in Japa1. Ford Motor Company purchased the Cray Y-MP C90 system for structural anal
ysis, crash simulation and other problems related to automotive design and engineering. A 
smaller system, the Cray Y-MP 4E, was also installed in the PS..\ Peug~t-Citroen in Velizy, 
France for similar applications. 

Computational chemistry uses parallel computers to study problems such as the predic
tion of relative stability of different molecules, the identification of transition states. and 
reaction intermediates based on the model of heat formation. A commercial application also 
includes an analysis of the effect of a molecular structure on the flexibility of polymers [6] 

Designing, installing and operating a power transmission network and ensuring its sta
bility and reliability are complex challenges. Each network is a dynamic system subjected to 
oscillations which can lead to costly equipment failures, network separation and eventually 
blackouts. Events such as lightning bolts, ice storms and tornadoes disturb and threaten to 
disrupt power network operation. The growing demand for electrical power and the com
plexity of interconnected, expanded networks require prudent operational planning and the 
ability to predict a power system's behavior under various conditions. llydro-Quehec in 
Canada uses the Cray computer for testing and predicting the network"s operation under 
the various contingencies t.o decide the proper improvements for the network structure. 

Weather forecasting uses grids of the size of two-hundred miles by three-hundrcd miles, 
too large to register local rains, storms, etc. To reliably model storms, the Center for Analysis 
and Prediction of Storms at Oklahorua University developed the :\HSP ( Advancul Regional 
Prediction System). ARSP has been ported to the massively parallel computer CM-5 with 
1024 processors [12]. A high speedup of 907 times over a ~inglc processor was achieved with 
the overall performance of ahout 50 rncgaflops. Still. for the probl,~m size corresponding 
t.o a regional weather pr<>dirtion, the simulation runs about on<>·fift h as fast as t.hc weathcr 
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d1angt•s \so after one hour of simulation. the prediction could he made for four hours in 
ackance). It is f'Stimatrd that a teraflops machine would be able to produc-r a four-hour 
forffast in ahout 2 . .5 minutes. 

There is a growing trend among Wall Street securities firms to utilize thc- advanced 
computer simulations to track and model global financial markets. Among them. Prudential 
Srcurities is a pionee'r of parallel computing. currently using the Intel :32-no<le hypercube 
computer IPSC/J60. Dow-Jones News Retrieval acquired two Connection Machincs from 
Thinking Machines Corporation to imprO\·e the performance of their commercial document 
retrieval systems. 

Parallel computing and related technologies of computer networks. database management 
systems and graphics are changing the scale and scope of data that companies and govern
ments can manage and analyze. This process im·olves not only computer expertise but 
also finance, marketing and management. Parallel computing helps organizations produce 
information in three major domains: 

1. changes in production, with greater emphasis on managmg the data as a strategic 
resource. 

2. improved control over relationships with customers and clients. 

3. development of new kinds of information. 

In recognition of this trend, ORACLE has been making its database system a\·ailable to 
a growing number of parallel machines. The impact of paraliel computers on this kind of 
applications should rapidly grow. 
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